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COMMENTS BY THE FEDERATION OF INTERNATIONAL CIVIL
SERVANTS' ASSOCIATIONS

INTRODUCTION

1. The sucr-ess of the United Nations in bringing to an end wars and resolving
conflicts is testimony to the vital role of the Organization in promoting peace and
progress. It is the result of persevering and able negotiations by the
Secretary-General and his staff, to whom tribute is paid for their achievements.

2. These developments have greatly enhanced confidence in the effectiveness of
the United Nations. They have encouraged all staff in the organizations of the
United Nations common system and proved right their efforts of the past years in
fighting for the continued existence of multilateral co-operation, which has come
undtir increasingly serious attacks from several quarters.

3. However, the constant de~erioration in conditions of 5ervice has made it
difficult and often impossible for organization9 to attract and retain the highly
qualified staff they need in order to tender the best services to Member States.
In fact, the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination (ACe) underlined recently:

"The present remuneration structure is unresponsive and outdated and must be
overhauled to become competitive with bilateral an6 other multilateral
financial and aid agencies"

and that the revised system

"mm,t provide substantially imp oved levels of remuneration for all staff at
all duty stations in terms of both base salary and the overall remuneration
package" .

4. The Federation of International Civil Servants' ASSOCiations (FICSA) hel~evd9

that the serious deterioration in the remuneration package has be~n cau~od

primarily by the failure ot the International Civil Service Commisson (IC~C) to
fulfil its role as a technical body and to take timely and appropriate acLion and
has resulted in recruitrnJnt and retention problems for the organizat\ons and
serious morale and motivation problems for the staff. There has been a
catastrophic deterioration in the conditions of service of the staff and the system
has become complicated, and diffir' to administer and is governed more by
exceptions to the rules than by the rules, which, in themselves, have outlivod
their usefulness in this fast-changing economic world.

5. At a time when the United Nations is being called upon to undeclake greater
responsibilities in varied field~ In different parts of the world, it is imperative
that the system provide a cealis'cic and logical level of r~muneration at all
locations, to be ab16 to attract and retain high-calibre staff. In reJolution
42/221 of 21 December 1987, the Gene~al Assembly requested ICSC to carry out a
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comprehensive review of Professional salaries and allowance and urged the
Commission to ensure that the overall remuneration system be made both more
responsive to the needs of organizations and transparent and simple to administer.
Unfortunately, the relative inactivity of ICSC and its lack of action during
1987/1988 meant a loss of almost one year and no progress in addressing these
issues. The A~~~mhly, in resolution 43/226 of 21 DecembAr 1988, introduced certain
parameters for this study, which reduced the scope of a real comprehensive review,
with the result that the current comprehensive review is anything but
comprehensive.

6. The work of the organizations is also being undermined by
t~e security and independen~e of international civil servants.
contributions by certain Member States continues to jer,pardize
the programme delivery of the crganizations.

thu non-respect of
The non-payment of

the activities ann

I. FUNCTIONING OF THE INTERNATIONAL CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION

7. The rICSA decision in May 1988 t~ suspend participation in all activities of
ICSC was the rb:ult of yeaIs of frustration and disillusionment with its
~dU5 Ope[Dn~, the statutory consultation process had become a meaningless
ritual. It was becoming mors and more evident that political considerations,
rather than technical merits, were the deciding factors in arriving at
recommendations/decision'l. The ~ICSA concern over the increasingly political
rather than technical nature of ICSC deliberations, and its greater adherence to
the letter rather than to the spirit of the conSUltatIve process, instead of
finding long-lasting and technical solutions, were determining factors in that
decision. Central to most of these criticisms has been the apparent inability of
ICSC to withstand political pressure and to be guided by technical considerations
alone. The rICSA decision to suspend participation in all activities of ICSC was
accompanied by the demand that conditions of employment and service at the
common-·system level no longer be determined unilaterally but must be the 6ubject of
genuine negotiations. The introduction of a meaningful machinery for negotiation
can only lead to a better, reinvigorated and more responsive common system.
During 1988, FICSA brought its concerns, as also the need and desirability for
fUlldamental changes in the I'Jtaff-manligement relations, to the attention of ACC and
the Fifth Committee (A/C.5/43/12, annex). A partial response to that concern was
seen in resolution 43/226, section I, whereby the General Assembly invjted "the
Commission to make arrangements to allow for the fullest participation of
organizations and staff representatives in all ~spect8 and at all stages of the
comprehensive review". The initial changes, introduced relucantly by lCSC, did
not permit "fullest participation" at all stages. However, based 0·,1 changes agreed
to by ICSC in March 1989, FICSA, despite skepticlsm on thG part of many of its
members about the adequacy of thse "changes" and also the ability and willingness
of ICSC to fulfil its 101e as an independent technical body, decided to implement
its decision to participate in the comprehensive review but only for this subject
and on a trial basis. Evidently, the decision was not a unanimous one. So, in the
fond hope (and in the spirit of compromise) that its contribution would or could
begin to r:g~t the wrongs of 14 years, rICSA decided to participate in the
comprehensive revie~, though very reluctantly and only on a trial basis. Procedural
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arrangements agreed upon by ICSC for FICSA participacion in th. review hav6 by and
large been respected, which constitutes a step forward in staff-management
relations.

8. However, "cosmetic" changes introduced by ICSC for the limited purpose of the
comprehensive review are considered by FICSA to be totally inadequate and nowhere
near those that exist in a number of States in the form of negotiation/collective
bargaining or a consultation process evolving into collective bargaining in
practice.

9. FICSA believos that, in order to defend the rights of the staff, fundame~tal

changes are needed in the procedures for determining conditions of service that can
be attained only through the time-honoured system of negotiations used by an
overwhelming number of Member States (see sect. V below).

11. COMPREHENSIVE REVIEW OF THE CONDITIONS OF SERVICE OF THE
PROFESSrONAL AND HIGHER CATEGORIES

A. Scope of the Comprehensive Review

10. FrCSA is satisfied with ndither the scope of the review, nor with many of the
recommendations.

11. The FrCSA membership expressed its strong displeasure at the limited time
effectively available, ftft~r the aeneral A••embly adopted resolution 43/226, for
carrying out an exercise of such magnitUde and believes that this did not permit
the conduct of an in-depth review, including testing of various proposals and
options.

12. The following iS~11es, as a result of time constraint~, could not be addressed
and, thus, a complete.et of measures that could reverse the continuing
deterioration in conditions of service of the Professional and higher categories
has not been forthcomingz

(a) The Noblemaire principle, which is the basis for establishing the common
system's Professional remuneration, should have been analysed and studied ill the
context of the geopolitical situation existing today, which might have permitted
comparison by reference to the country with the highest pay levels and not
necessarily the civil Aervice onlY1

(b) ThA selection of the comparator, which is the corner-stone of any
meaningful remuneration package, could not be pursued1

(c) Th", "tot.al compensation" methodology, which permits an evaluation of tho
remuneration package, could not be developed1

(d) The structure of the remuneration scheme could not be compared with other
Models;

(0) Proposed methodologies and results thereof could not be tested.

/ ...
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13. FICSA proposes thatl

(a) The Noblemaire principle be reviewed more thoroughly,

(b) A comparator survey, to determine which really is the best paid national
civil service, be cummenced,

(c) This survey be completed within a defined, acceptable time-frame'

(d) The survey take into account those remuneration systems against which the
United Nations competes for qualified personnel,

(e) The total compensation methodology be developed and applied.

B. Competitiyonou..-.O.1... the Present .United Nat..l.o.n.LB-A.l.AI:Y.....sya.te.ro
.IlIld. Resulting bcruitmont Dnd RotentiQ.IL.Pro1)1.oID.m.

14. The statistical data, DS well as the statem~nts by various executive heads,
have demonstrated the increasing recruitment and retention difficultie: in all
locations, at all grade levels, in almost all occupational groups and among
candidates of many nationalities. The fact that organizations continue to resort
to the adoption of "exceptional" measures and increas1ng numbers of Member States
continue to make "supplementary" payments, are additional Indicators of the
seriousness of these problems. As an example, the United Nations organizations
continue t~ have very serious recruitment and retention problems at all locations,
particulDrly so in field duty stations. It is a matter of record that the United
Nations has problems in finding, hiring, keeping and motivating the type ef
qualified work-force it needs to implement its current and future proGLWI~es.

15. The United Nttions system is no longer ab~~ to attract nationals of all
countries, with thd result that after a lapse of tim~ somo nationalitie~ might well
become a rarity t· the United Nations system.

16. Th~ United Nations remuneration package has ceased to be compe"'itive to the
extent that the United Nations system is losing its qualified and experiJnced
personnel to other international public employers.

17. Whi1e it is true that no single measure can ractress this prob:em, the
recommendation found in the ICSC report DI for an across-the boa ,"d increase of
5 per cent is not realistic, given the deteriorating effect that econvmic
conditions have had on salaries since 1975. rts ,~adequacy is supported by the
following:

(a) There has been no increase in the salariAS of Professional and lligher
cat~gories in real tarms since 1915;

(b) There has been a continuous erosion in the purchasing power of the
staff. The amount of erosion varies from 8 to 35 per cent depending upon the duty
station, which has caused hardship and morale problems to serving staff;
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(c) The United Nations remuneration package is compared with the politically
depressed level of the United States civil service salaries, which, as of today,
are 28.65 per cent lower than they should h~v. bean in terms of the recommendations
of the Pay Agent under the United States Pay Comparability Act of lY101

(d) 1ack of competitiveness ~ith other public organizationsl

(0) Dangerously low staff moralel

(f) Management difficulties in timely delivery of work programmes caused by
difficulties and and inability to recruit qualified staff;

(g) Serious "brain and experience drain" of qualified statf.

18. FICSA tharefore proposes thatl

( a)
followed
level of
up to 2S

An ~mmediate across-the-board increase of 10 per cent be granted, to be
by continuing yearly across-the-bo~rd increases, until the competitive
such take-home pay is restored which, as of today, calls for an increase
per cent;

(b) Once the common ~ystem of remuneration reqains its competitive edge,
regular mo~itoring will be essential to keep it from falling again to the present
unacceptable levels.

,t should be mentioned here that the proposal for an "acros~-tl,e-board increase" is
a corrective action triqqered by the margin fa11~n~ to 108.3. On 1 January 1990
the level of the margin will bG below 110 which is the minimum of the range
(110-120). b/

C. ~L~~ating to the Margin

19. The existing margin range of 110-120 was established on informat~on pertain~ng

to a period when there was virtually no gap between the actual salaries of United
States federal civil service salaries and those recommenaed under the ~ay

Comparability Act of 1970.

20. The current gap of 28.6 per cent between United States federal civil service
pay and those warranted under the Pay Comparnbi1ity Act of 1970 renders all
conclusions, by reference to a range of 110-120, invalid. The proposal to exclude
bonuses and performance awards from comparisons is another example of ignoring
realities, since in all cases, these awards are taxable and, in most inst~nces,

pensionable. They cover an increasingly large numLer of staff in comparable grades
within the United States civil service.

lI. FICSA supports che following recommendations of ICSC:

(a) Comparisons to be based on the net remunerdtion of Unit~d Nations
officials in grades P-l to D-2 in Naw York and that of their counterp~rts in the
comparator civil service in Washington;

I • ..
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(b) The cost-of-living differential between New York and Washington, ba~ed on
the post adjustment indices for the two cities, should continue to be taken into
account. A l2-month average of the amount of the New York/Washington
cost-of-living differential should be applied in margin calculations, rather than
the spot measurement currently taken;

(c) Average salaries at each grade should he used on both sides of the
comparison;

(d) The margin reference period should be changed to the calendar year;

(e) The margin should be allowed to fluctuate freely within the range;

(f) The cumulative margin procedure approved by the Gqneral Ass'Jmblt at its
forty-third session should be discontinued;

(g) The four-month waiting period between the granting of success~ve classes
of post adjustment for New York approved by the General Assembly at its torty-third
session ~hould cease.

22. FICSA proposes that:

(a) There should be two margins: (i) a margin for the lovel of salary
according to the Pay Comparability Act; plus (ii) a margin for the expatriate
factor. The former wo~ld represent the difference between the existing level and
the desirable level of United States civil service salaries, while the second
margin, which would be applied subsequently frr the e~patriation factor and lRck of
carear prospects and job security, ought to be redefined from 120 to 130;

(b) Bonuses and performance awards be included in the calculations used in
the comparator service when applying the Noblemaire principle.

23. No single area of the cfmprehensive review has proved to be a tougher nut to
crack than the qu~stion of remuneration structures. In response to the request of
the Genernl Assembly to consider the possibility, in~-AliA, of dividing the pay
package into its major component parts, one of which would be housing, reflecting
the spending patterns of staff, both the Commission and its ~iorking Groups
rigorously examined the structural aspects of the current remuneration system. A
number of alternative approaches to t.he current remuneration structure were
considered.

24. FICSA had hoped that a structure could be identified that represented a change
from the current system, a fresh approach and a new angle. Perhaps what had
appeared at the outset as structural defects was nothing more than the wear and
tear of misuse. FICSA. does not think it is wC"rth while to introduce change for
change's sake alone. It has noted that ICSe will be looking into this issue in
1990. FICSA believes that any salary structure should be easy to understand,
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transparently simple to administer and free from any possibility of tinkering. A
salary structure should not result in the creation of d~ditional complexities.
Last, but not least, it should not have a potentially adverse impact on other
salary components, such as pensions.

25. The post adjustment system was created in 1956 for the equalization of
purchasing power among duty stations. In those days, when the majority of staff
worJCe~ at Headquarters, differences in post adjustment Classifications amc":g duty
stations were relatively small, inflation was low and monetary instability did not
exist. However, the subsequent breakdown of the fixed exchange rate system and the
emergence of associated high inflation in the early 1970s put special pressure on
the post adjustment system. The need to copa with a wider absolute diversity of
economic conditions and greater rates of change over timo led first to the
elaboration and refinement of the system and later to various forms of patching to
modify the operation of the system.

26. There is a strong need ior improvement in the operation of the post adjustment
system, including the separation of the effects of inflation and currency
fluctuations and a simpler and more accurate reflection of differences in ~C5t of
living between the base of the system and field duty stations, and also the need
for simplification, elimination of negative post adjustment and streamlining the
cost-of-living survey and computation process.

27. The recommendations covering the post adjustment system might make it less
complicated and perhaps a little more tr,\nsparent. But FICSA has its own doubts as
to whether measures proposed for avoiding fluctuations in take-home pay arising
from currency fluctuations are enough to avoid unacceptable fluctu~tions in
take-home pay. Most important is the non-adjustment for cost of living of the
pension contribution, which will reintroduce an element of regressivity which FICSA
has fought so hard to eliminate. Additionally, FICSA would have preferred setting
the out-of-area weight lower than 10 per cent for hard currency duty stations.

28. It is also noted that the Professional salary floor is proposed to be
established on the basis of comparator's emolument of employees based in
Washington. Since the base oL the United Nations system is New York end no~

Washington, the base salary should be set by reference to its base, i.e., New York.

29. FICSA is appreciative of the high priority given by members of the Working
Group and ICSC to the particular problems facing staff at field duty stations. All
members of the Group were acutely aware of and sympathetic to the difficult
situation in the field. Hence the conclusions relating to mobility and hardship
and the proposed package on improvements are steps in the right direction.
However, FICSA is not very comfortable with the proposal to eliminate the 18-month
home-leave waiting period and would have preferred its amalgamaticn with a 12-month
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home-leave cycle. Despite the iact that the field staff of the comparator will
continue to Bnjoy an edge over Headquarters staff, FICSA fully supports and firmly
endorses the mobility and hardship package.

30. FICSA proposes that duty stations with a home-Ieav. cycle of 18 months be
amalgamated with a 12-month home-leave cycle.

G. Motivation, P[oOuctivity and allowances

31. FICSA views on this SUbject are clearly and amply reflected in the report of
ICSC. ~/ However, two of the recommendations of the Working Group, which were very
logical ones and which could not gather sufficient support from leSC, are:

(a) Introduction of end-of-service grants for staff members who continue to
serve on fixed-term contracts for nine years or more;

(b) E~tension of education grant provisions to provide limited coverage for
the dependent children of such staff members who return to their home country;
ideally, the education grant provision could be extended to all staff subject to
mobility.

FICSA hopes that these will be favourably acted upon in the future.

nl. PENSION

32. Problems concernin~ the actuari.al imbalance of the United Nations Joint Staff
Pension Fund (UNJSPF) and controversies surrounding the pen~ivnable remuneration of
staff, both for staff in the General Service category a~d those in the Professional
and higher categories, have received considerable attention for many years.

Actuari.al imbalan~

33. The primary purpose of correcting the actuarial imbalance is to have a stable
and financially soul"d Fund which can ensure continued payments of pensions to staff
after retirement. No one can quarrel with the principle of ensurinq soundness of
the FUhd, although there can be varying opinions and ideas for achieving this. It
is a truism that staff in the past have borne the main impact of past measures, and
staff members are reluctant to accept additional sacrifices. A "package deal" has
been arrived at in the United Nations Joint Staff Pension Board (lINJSPB) for
correcting the actuarial imbalance of UNJSPF.

34. It is imperative that the recommen~ations be approved as a package, and in so
doing lay to rest once and for all the specter of "actuarial deficit". FICSA
wishes to address itself to that part of the pension package callinq for an
increase in the retirement age of staff who will joint the United Nations in
January 1990. FICSA is well aware of the reluctance of certain Fifth Committee
members in the post to accept a change in the retirement age for reasons that can
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t~ considered 90und. However these reasons can no longer
argwnents when the change will apply only to "new staff".
today's world and the experience and knowledge of a staff
Nations system should be capitalized upon. For new staff
benefit in the long term the Organization and in so doing
these services are being rendered.

be used ~s valid
After all 62 iL young in

member for the united
the extra two years will
the Government for which

35. FICSA is deeply concerned at the selective intolerable ad hQC exp~dients that
arl, being recQmmended fQr cQrrecting a perceived imbalance in the ponsionable
remuneratiQn Qf the UniLed NatiQns staff in the PrQfessional and higher categories
YiA=~ thQse Qf the cQmparfttQr civil service. These meas~res are nQt Qnly
"~d..JlQ...c." but inCQnsistent Wl.th the principle of the income replacement ratio
ap~roved by the Gener~l Assembly. The prQpQsal to intrQduce the element Qf
"margin" cQnsideratio.1s, a concept t.hat was explicitly rejected by the Assembly,
can run counter to and undermine the income-replacement principle laid dQwn by t~e

Assemb::'y. MQreQvor .. ~Qming at a time ',.len Ui~JSPB and ICSC are "lched\Jled tQ
undQrtake jointly a cQ~lprehensive review of the pensionable remuneration Qf the
staff in the PrQfessional and higher categQries, such a propQsal is not only
incompatible with sound personnel and financial mftnagement policies but can create
distortions and inequities for th~ joint review. FICSA insists that the principle
approved, after much thOught and considerable discussions, by the Assembly continue
to be maintained until the time that the results of the jQint review are known,
debated and ~dopted.

36. P~nsiQnable remunerat t •· and pension benefits of General Service staff in some
duty stations wher6 the ~ucal currency is strong yis-A-vil the ~ollar have come
under serious attack in the Pension Board.

37. 'rhe UNJSPB report ~/ contains possible "sQlutions" to the so-calle" "overlap"
problema in the p~nsionable remuneration Qf the G~neral Service ~taff and those of
the ProfessiQnal staff. This overlap is primarily due to tWQ facLorsl

(~) Depreciation in the value of the dQllar at those duty stations where
pensionable remuneration is under review;

(b) Substantial reductions made in the past in the pensionable remuneration
of Professional staff.

38. \fuile some abnormal interest is being shown on the so-called "overlap"
problems, practically no attention is being paid to pensionable remuneration of
G~neril~ Service staff in those duty statIQns where local currencies are weak,
inf]~tion is high and salaries are relatively low. le it the intention of UNJSPB
and ICSC to put some sort of artificial ceiling? Do these bodies wish to do the
same in utter disregard of the prevailing different methodologies for the two
categories of staff? When these two bodies talk of "artificial ceilings", do they
ever think 1n terms of realistic minimum floQr lovels as well, which would permit a
r-ensionflr to be able tQ live and survive decently dfter rAti~ement? Decisions on
such issues should not be taken in isolation.
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39. FICSA proposes thata

(a) Recommendations for correcting the a,~tudrial imbalance be approved as a
packagAl

(b) Pending the convocation of a working group to establish the ground rules
for a negotiating body of representative8 o~ the staff on the one hand, and on the
other a partner empowered by the Member Sta~ds to negotiate conditions of service,
and the actual e~tablishment of such a ne90tlating body (see sect. V below), the
proposed comprehensive review of pensionable remuneration of all categories of
staff be postponed until such a time as the staff is convinced that such an
exercise will be conducted implrtially, objoctively and with the st~ff as a full
negotiating partner.

IV. SECURITY AND INDEPENDENCE OF THE INTERNA1IONAL CIVIL SERVICE

40. To safegubrd the independence and security of the international civil service
is one of the foremost tasks of Member States and executive heads. The existence
of the international organizations hinges ~n these fund&nental principles. FICSA
is deeply concerned about the increasingly frequent violations of the securit7 and
independence of Unit.ed Nations system staff. Just as it remains committed to the
independence of a civil s~rvic6 which functions without interference, and which
owes it~ primary loyalty to the United Nations and its principles, it is more than
ever concerned for the hundred~ of staff members around thb world whose security
h~s been violated by illegal arrest, detentjon or disappearance. Many of our
cO~j.eagues have lost their lives jn the service of the international community.
Many have been kidnappe6 while they were in active service and tortured. Others
are separated from theIr fan,illes or prevl''''ted from returning to their posts.

41. Many, if not all, might have watched on television the g~uesome video tape
showing the body of Col. William Higgins, killed by those who abducted him in the
Middle Eadt, where he WI.S servLlg as a United Nations observer whllt. wearing the
blue helmet of the United Nations, the lnternlltional symbol of peace. His
abduction, bis captivity, his ill-treatment and finally his gruesome murder
received the attention it deserved but there are hundreds of staff members aroun~

tho world whose ser.urity has been violated by illegal arrest, detention or
disappearance, and whose plight goes unnoticed.

42. As intenu· '.. ""al civil servants, United. Hat..ions staff have to work under the
most difficult. I, 1/1nq and unbearable conditirJ's of work, not only for the
pe.:~8-keeping 6~d ~eacp-making activiticA of the United Nations but also for
economic advanct'ment, r:lmoval of poverty, removal of illiteracy, tho eradication of
ppidemics and hunger and overpopulation, the provision of a~equate drinking water,
sanitation faciiities, protection against n~clear disaster-, etc.

43. FrCSA realAzes that, in many cases, the staff takes risks. However, they must
be able to do so in the full knowledge and hope that their security and honour are
supported by the Secretary-General and member Governments.
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44. FICSA appreciates the report submitted each year by the Secretary-General to
the General A5sembly which provideD inform~tion on cases of arrest and detention.
The report should also give details on the state of each case and the solutio~

found. In view of the fundamental principles involved, such reports should n~ver

become a matter of routine. Determined action on the part of all concerned is
necessary in order to stop any attempt to undermine the role and credibility of the
United Nations system.

45. FICSA requests the Secretary-General to act, with all the authoritl' that
international law confers upon him, to ensure that the fundamental rights of
international civil servp..•~s are respected and to ensure justice for those who
continue to be detained, imprisoned or not allowed to leave their countries.

46. FICSA proposes that the Fifth Committee prepare a draft resolution tor
adoption by th~ General Assembly. containing the following elementsa

(a) An 811'tJal to Me.Tlber States to respect the pr ivileges and immunities of
United Nations system staff and their families and to ensure the full enjoyment of
their human rights;

(b) A request to those Member States where staff members or their families
.I'U at pres~ut imprisoned. detained. missing or prevented from leaving the country
to respect the rights of those officials and their families as well as the rights
of the organizations;

(c) A request that Member States be informed of the decision ot ACC that. in
future. the Secretary-General of the United Nations may re~uest heads of
organizations concerned to suspend all operations. other than those of a purely
humanitarian nature. in those countr3es which have arrested or detained a staff
member of the United Nations system in clear violation of his/her privileges and
immunities and in disrespect of the employing organization's rights snd obligbttons
yis-~~yi~ the staff member. Missions should be cancelled until the case is
resolved;

(d) A request that the organizations should suspend recruitment of nationals
and procurement of supplies. equipment. contractual servicos. etc .• from Member
States that violate the fundamental principles of the Charter of the United Nations
and the human rights of international civil servants.

V. RE-ESTABLISHING A CLIMATE OF CONFIDENCE THROUGH NEGOTIATIONS

41. For several years. FICSA has been demanding that conditions of servir.e and
employment should cease to be determined unilatur~lly and that they should be the
subject of genuine and real negotiations.

48. If the practice of negotiation has been adopted by many countries for thoir
own public servants. it is not simply because the right to negotiate conditilns of
employment is regarded as a basic right of all workers. It is also because
negotiation has proved to bo tho most efficieut method for employe~s and employees

I
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to resolve their differences. The failure of the United Nations system to engage
in a m~aningfuI dialogue with its own st~tf is undoubtedly having a strong adverse
etfect on staft morale and is not conducive to efficiency. At the same time, the
conditions of service as determined under th~ present unilateral arrangements are
proving in~~eyuftte to attract and retain the highly qualified expertise which the
organization~ requirti for the execution of their programmes. Negotiation of terms
and condition1 of cervice, as proposed by FICSA, can make a potentially import,ant
contributior. to ~nhancing the eff6ctiveness of international co-operation.

49. Experiencf, with the manner in which recommendations made in tripartitA working
groups are changdd or thrown out for rebsons other than technical ones, has
convinced FICSA about the futility of the current "consultation" process and
necessity for the establishment of a joint body for conducting negotiations.

50. A structure must be found that provides an appropriate mechanism to analyso
and determine condit;ons of service. It is essential to re-establish an atmosph9re
of confidence and ensure the efficient functioning of the system.

51. At the present stage, FICSA can only make preliminary proposals on the
modalities of negotiation since these will emerge progressively from discussions:

(a) A negotiating body, composed ef equal numbers of staff and employeI'
representatives, should be responsible for arriving at agreements on policies and
principles at the common system level;

(b) All partners involved should be formally consulted before any decision is
taken on the topics under consideration and should agree on the way in which
subject-matters of common interest should be tackled;

(c) When negotiating any subject of interest to staff, all the
representatives should be equal partners and form a joint body;

(d) Each session of the joint body should result in a protocol signed by both
parties, reflecting either the agceement re8ched or both views. in the latter
case, both parties should append to the protocol such 9tatement~ as are deemed
useful;

(e) The joint body should transmit the above-mentioned protoc)l to the
General Assembly for final approval on the mdtters under consideration. When tho
Assembly considers the protocol, both parties should be present during both formRl
and informal discussions.

52. The process described above would clearly satisfy long-standing deman~ of
FICSA that conditions ot sorvice and employment be truly negotiated at the
competent technical level. It would not prejudice the right of joint body members
to under~akp all necessary consultations among themselves but would ensure that
such private consultations do not hamper the joint negotiation process.
Furthermore, it ~ould not question the preroq ives of the Genelal Assembly, since
final approval would still remain with it.
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53. rICSA re~uests the establishment of a workinq qroup with the sole objective of
determininq the terms of reference and workinq methods which could lead to the
formation of a ne90tiatinq body, thereby resultinq in full and eftective staff
participation.

54. While the United Nations cOlMlon system is unique, it is not such as to bar
neqotiations. Th. leqislation and exp~rl.nce of Member States that have introduced
ne90tiations in the public bervice can ce,-tainly serve I' a 9u1de for overcnminq
problems which may arise initially.

VI. SUPPLEMENTARY PAYMENTS

55. rICSA wiRhes to raise once again the issue of supplementary payments, a
SUbject that has escaped solution for too lonq and which, to say the least, is
demoralizinq and demotivating to staff. It should not be overlooked thatz

(a) Such payments, in whatever form they are made, undermine the independence
of the international civil service which is the basis of its very existence,

(b) Such payments are a clear indictment of the inadequacy of the
remuneration packaqe, the fact that the practice of supplementary payments has been
qrowing over the past years is further prOOf'

(c) The very S&m6 Member States th~t criticize the level of salaries in the
United Nations system have to provide incentives to their nationals for employment
in international organizations.

56. Apart from raising ethical and moral problems, this practice has deep-rooted
legal implications, not only for the provider but for the recipient as well. There
is no doubt in our mind that this practice has a corrupting influence. The abusive
nature of such practices could well destroy the concept of the international civil
servant owing allegience only to the executive head and receiving instructions from
no other source.

37. The practice of supplementary salary payments, wh~~h goes hand in hand with
the deterioration of service. the proliferation of different types of contracts.
the increasingly frequent use of services provided directly by Member States, as
well as other unorthodox practice~, needs to be stopped befortl the independence of
the international civil service is completely compromised.

58. In the view of FICSA. the ultimate solution to the problem can only be to
provide a remuneration package that. in all duty stations, is such as to attract
nationals of all Member Statos.
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